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PLAYBILL 

stu·di·o (noun) 
1. a room where an artist works. 
2. a place where performers practice and exercise. 
#
based on Latin studium: zeal, painstaking application. 
#
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Director 
DIRECTOR: The person who provides the vision 
of how a show should be presented, who works 
with the actors on their roles, develops the 
blocking, and is in charge of the rehearsals. #
From the Latin word dirigere: to guide. #

MY INTENTION as a human being is to do IMPORTANT & EXCELLENT 
work & HAVE A GREAT TIME DOING IT. I believe in the POWER OF  a 
BEAUTIFUL STORY & the POWER OF & (and so will YOU after I 
explain what that means!) #
I also believe that STRUCTURE is the frame for CREATIVITY. So this 
booklet will explain a LOT about the STRUCTURE of this class. Feel free to 
look through it if you forget your G.O.T.E, STAGE BUSINESS, CUE LINES, 
or BLOCKING! The more we use this STRUCTURE, the more free we will 
be to CREATE a beautiful work of THEATRICAL ART! #
But no director creates a show without an EXCELLENT CAST (the actors in 
a play)! YOU are the CAST!!! Each day is a chance to experience an 
ENTIRE SHOW in this THEATRE ARTS STUDIO! And every day’s show will 
be LIVE & EPHEMERAL (lasting for a very short time) just like THEATRE! 
So make EVERY day count by having a GREAT INTENTION for each day! #
And this play features an ENSEMBLE CAST: An ensemble cast is made up 
of actors who all have equal amounts of importance in a dramatic 
production. So get ready to BUILD a fantastic ENSEMBLE full of all 
different kinds of CHARACTERS because that is GREAT THEATRE & a 
REALLY EXCITING CLASS!

It is the supreme art of the teacher to awaken joy  
in creative expression & knowledge. 
      {albert einstein}
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Ensemble 

Production Crew 

ENSEMBLE: An ensemble cast is made up of actors in which the 
performers have equal amounts of importance in a dramatic production. 
##
One of the most important goals of this 
class is for students to work with different 
groups of people and to be able to work 
with ALL different kinds of people. So we 
wil l be forming different groups/
ENSEMBLES a lot! You are expected to 
learn work with EVERYONE in this class. It 
is an uncomfortable process  at times. But 
it is an essential THEATRE & LIFE SKILL!

You will be in a different CREW every 9 weeks to supervise and run (operate) 
the various technical aspects of our daily production and performances. #
STAGE CREW 
 STAGE MANAGER- one person per week 
 TAKE NOTES- for absent students 
 ATTENDANCE- write on post it note for DIRECTOR 
 LEAD WARM UP- sometimes choose warm-up also 

HOUSE MANAGEMENT CREW 
 AUDIENCE & PUBLIC MANAGEMENT- greet & care for guests 
 ROOM & BATHROOM MAINTENANCE- clean and neat  

PROPERTIES CREW 
 SUPPLY MANAGEMENT- hand out & take back supplies 
 NOTEBOOKS- hand out & put back neatly 
 GAMES- assign games & put back neatly 
 PAPER MANAGEMENT- pass out & collect papers 

TECHNICAL CREW 
 SOUND- choose daily FOCUS broadway song 
 SPECIAL EFFECTS- make wonderful things happen 
 TECHNICAL ISSUES- troubleshoot if necessary 
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INTENTION: an aim or plan. a person's design. from 
Latin intentio ‘stretching, purpose,’ #
RESPECT: esteem, regard, high opinion, admiration, 
reverence, deference, honor  
due regard for the feelings, wishes, rights, or traditions 
of others. from Latin from re- ‘again’ + specere ‘look at.’ #
EXCELLENCE: extremely good; outstanding. from Latin 
excellere ‘surpass’  

EXIST: from Latin existere/exsistere to step out, stand forth, emerge, appear; exist, be #
TELL: Communicate information, facts, or news to someone in spoken or written 
words.make aware, acquaint with, advise, Narrate or relate (a tale or story). Tell also comes 
from the word tale (a story or a lie) #
BEAUTIFUL: full of good, charm, favor, attractive. Latin from bene: to do something well, 
in the right way, honorably, in the right time. #
INFORM: give (someone) facts or information; tell. Latin from in (into) + form (shape)  #
INFUSE: fill, poured into.  Latin from in (into) + fuse (poured)  #
INSPIRE: fill (someone) with the urge or ability to do or feel something especially to do 
something creative., create (a feeling, especially a positive one) in a person. Latin from in 
(into) + spire (breathe) #
INVOLVE: to include (something) as a necessary part or result. to cause (a person or 
group) to experience or participate in an activity or situation. Latin from in (into) + volve (to 
roll, to fold, to become personally entangled with, have a relationship) #
IMPROVE: make or become better. develop or increase in mental capacity by education 
or experience. achieve or produce something better than before 
from Latin em (to make) + prove (from prowe: to make more powerful, to make better, 
stronger, produce something better) #
AUDIENCE: the assembled spectators or listeners at a public event, such as a play, movie, 
concert, or meeting. the people giving or likely to give attention to something. Latin from 
audie (to hear.) #
REHEARSAL: practice for later public performance. mentally prepare or recite (words one 
intends to say). Middle English (in the sense ‘repeat aloud’) from Old French rehercier,  
perhaps from re- ‘again’ + hercer ‘to harrow,’ from herse ‘harrow’ 
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STAGE BUSINESS: Small actions done on stage. Used to fill time, 
create character, and sometimes to make the action “more realistic.” #
BLOCKING: The set movement of all the actors onstage throughout 
the play. #
This PLAYBILL explains the STAGE BUSINESS & BLOCKING that you 
will use for EVERY day’s PERFORMANCE!

G.O.T.E. 
An acronym (Goal, Obstacle, Tactics and Expectation)  
for the four basic elements to consider while preparing a 

character for a performance.

GOAL: refers to what a character desires -what drives their actions. 

(also known as INTENTION, MOTIVATION, or OBJECTIVE). 

As you walk into class EVERYDAY ask yourself 
the actor’s eternal question of  

“WHAT IS MY GOAL/INTENTION/
MOTIVATION/OBJECTIVE?”  

and know that the answer is  

INTENTIONALITY,  
RESPECTFULNESS,  
& EXCELLENCE!
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##
And EVERY DAY in this journey… 
#1 You should be learning something. 
#2 You should be enjoying yourself. 
#3 You should be a better person when you leave this 
classroom, even if you fail at everything you do in class. FAILURE is a 
part of the growth process. There will be OBSTACLES in your way. This 
will be a PROCESS. This class may push you out of your comfort level. 
The overall purpose of this class is to GROW as a human being. 
GROWTH is not comfortable. This class is designed to make you a more 
T H O U G H T F U L , E M PA T H E T I C , C A R I N G p e r s o n w h o c a n 
COMMUNICATE well. This is an ongoing PROCESS of CREATING! #
Come and talk to ME if you are not learning or enjoying yourself or 
becoming a better human being. And we will work on making those 
things happen for you! 

OBSTACLE: what stops the character from achieving their goal. 
OBSTACLES can come from OTHER CHARACTERS, INTERNAL, 
UNCONSCIOUS, PHYSICAL, or ENVIRONMENTAL. 

TACTICS: the methods 

used to achieve GOALS and 
overcome OBSTACLES. 

EXPECTATION: the actor should always act as if they believe they 

can succeed. Expectation can also involve the character's journey. 

Here are the BEST TWO TACTICS you can 
control & use EVERY minute of EVERY day… 

your ATTITUDE & EFFORT!

FAILURE is not an obstacle. Failure is a part of success. Failing and 
messing up and getting back up makes you a winner. Quitting is an 
OBSTACLE. The only way to earn a 0 in here is to QUIT. So don’t quit. #
IF you ever say “I can’t” what this means is…  
“I Completely Admit I Am Not Trying.” So do not say this… 
Give effort and I will find points for you.  
Have a positive attitude and you will succeed in class AND LIFE!!! 
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CREATING A CHARACTER  
(& LIVING YOUR LIFE) WITH  

INTENTION

1. WHY?

2. HOW?

3. WHAT?

your character’s  
GOALS

your character’s  
TACTICS

your character’s  
LINES,  STAGE BUSINESS, 

BLOCKING,  
PHYSICALITY,  VOICE, 

COSTUME, & MAKE-UP

FIRST, KNOW YOUR PERSONAL WHY.  
THEN FIGURE OUT HOW.  

THOSE CHOICES WILL DETERMINE THE WHAT.
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What if each Theatre Class was THE HERO’S JOURNEY? 
Can you emerge CHANGED? 

The ORDINARY World

THE HERO’S JOURNEY

The EXTRAORDINARY World

CALL TO  
ADVENTURE

refusal  
of the call

meet the 
mentor

cross the 
threshold

accept the  
new world

conflict & 
 chaos

the  
ultimate  
ordeal

meet allies & 
enemies

The  
rescue

the  
reward

The  
road back

The 
 resurrection

the return 
as a changed 

character 

become aware  
of problem

aware of  
need to change

fear &  
reluctance  
to change

overcome  
fear !

commit to  
change

experiment 
with new 
conditions

prepare for  
major change

big change  
with feelings  

of life & death

mastery

final 
attempt 

 &  
last minute  

danger

new 
challenge 

 &  
redirection

accepting 
consequences

changed for  
the better 

ordinary  
life

act 1: 
EXPOSITION

act 
2:  

ris
ing

 ac
tio

n
Act 4: 

FALLING  

ACTION

ac
t 5

: re
so

lut
ion

  

 & 
DE

NO
UE

MEN
T

act  3: PERIPETEIA

…typical…traveling…toiling…transcending…
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Daily Script 
ENTER the THEATRE ARTS STUDIO- Handshake, Hug, or High Five 
Enter with INTENTION, REPECT, & EXCELLENCE as your GOAL for your 
day’s performance. #
PRELUDE: an action/event serving as an introduction to something more important. 
1) PUT away other items 
2) PROCURE notebook 
3) PLACES everyone 
3) PRACTICE FOCUS (Quotation of the Day writing activity) 
4) PERSONALIZE your daily objective.  
This is your INITIAL INCIDENT: The first most important event in a          
play from which the rest of the play develops. #
ACT 1: PROTASIS: introduction of characters, feelings & intentions 
WARM UP: chosen and directed by teacher or stage manager WITH  
 a clearly stated INTENTION and FOCUS #
ACT 2: EXPOSITION: the explanation of who, what, when, where, why of a 
play leading into RISING ACTION: a related series of incidents that build 
toward the point of greatest interest. #
ACT 3: PERIPETEIA (change): the point of a story is for a character to  
  CHANGE, GROW, SHIFT, or FALL. #
ACT 4: FALLING ACTION: the direct results of the PERIPETEIA. How have 
you Collected, Connected, or Created? How did it change you? #
ACT 5: DENOUEMENT: unknotting. Ask questions. REFLECTION TIME to 
review the THEME/MESSAGE/PURPOSE/MORAL: What the play as a piece 
of art is trying to say to the audience. #
STRIKE THE SET, RETURN BORROWED ITEMS  #
APPLAUSE: express agreement, approval, or praise as you EXIT 
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Grading 
25% PARTICIPATION (attitude & effort)  25% PAPERWORK 
50% PERFORMANCES & PROJECTS (group & individual)  #
ALL GRADES are based on a THESPIAN CRITIQUE 1-5 SCALE… or where 
you are on LEARNING MOUNTAIN CLIMB 
5: EXCELLENT - SYNTHESIZING & CREATING 
4: SKILLED - ANALYZING & EVALUATING 
3: APPLYING  
2: UNDERSTANDING       
1: LEARNING 
0: I CAN'T  (I Completely Admit I'm Not Trying) #
PARTICIPATION grades are based on student's ATTITUDE and EFFORT 
level, as well as how well they WORK in an ENSEMBLE. There will be 
MANY chances to earn PARTICIPATION points! #
PAPERWORK grades includes weekly FOCUS or REFLECTION journal 
papers. This class is not heavy on PAPERWORK, but there will be some 
chances to write, draw, or present something on paper as an additional 
way to SHOW WHAT YOU KNOW!  #
PERFORMING grades can be given an additional score for 
IMPROVEMENT when growth is seen from one performance to the next. If 
a students shows progress and growth, then they will receive a GROWTH 
grade of a 5 for each time there is IMPROVEMENT! GROWTH IS THE 
ULTIMATE GOAL! Performances will be teacher and peer evaluated on a 
RUBRIC 0-5 score sheet. #
PROJECT grades will be earned individually AND FOR GROUP WORK. 
After each unit students will choose a way to show that they are at the 
CREATING learning level. They give a final performance/inform-ance or 
present their own creative project to the class and demonstrate their 
progress and understanding of the unit of study. There will be class time 
given to work on all projects. But you MUST use your class time wisely to 
plan, prepare, perfect your project! ###
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At the TOP OF THE MOUNTIAN 
you can put information together, 

SYNTHESIZE,
in a creative and innovative way! You 
can invent new designs or compose 

new works of art using newly learned 
techniques and information!

You can make 
judgements based on a 
set of guidelines! You 
can critique, question, 
and justify your answers 
to questions!

You can break the new concept 
into parts and understand how 
each part is related to another 

part! You can compare and 
contrast the new information!

You can use the new knowledge 
in new ways by examining and 
manipulating the information to 
explain and clarify your answers!

What you have learned makes 
sense! You can explain it in your 

own words!

You can recall the new 
information and 

describe or list the 
main facts!

START YOUR JOURNEY HERE! 
You don't really know what this new information is going to 

be but you are SO EXCITED to learn something NEW!!!!

Creativity is intelligence having fun {Albert Einstein}
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RESISTANCE  
IS  

FUTILE
If a teacher asks for you  

to hand over your cell phone  
you do NOT hand it over to them,  

it is an automatic  
3 day suspension.

&

CELL PHONES SHOULD NOT BE VISIBLE OR  
USED IN CLASS without teacher permission!

If you USE it, be prepared to LOSE it 
(For the class period or until a 
parent comes to pick it up.)

“You were born an original.  
Don't die a copy.”  {john mason} #
Academic integrity violations can include plagiarism, cheating, and 
unauthorized group work on any assignment, project, or test. #
If a student is caught the following will occur: 
· The student will receive an F with zero credit. 
· The citizenship grade will be lowered for the grading period. 
· A notice will be recorded with the guidance office. 
Any occurrence of academic dishonesty may be reported by the guidance 
office on college admissions applications. #
IF YOU ARE COPYING SOMEONE ELSE’S WORK (for my class or another 
class) AND I SEE YOU, I WILL TAKE ALL WORK and return it to the teacher 
it came from or have you start from scratch (both the person who is 
copying the work and the original source of the work.)  

THEATRE IS ABOUT CREATING SOMETHING NEW AND ORIGINAL!  
YOU ARE HERE TO CREATE, NOT TO COPY!
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CITIZENSHIP GRADES/ STAGES OF BEHAVIOR 
  Stage 1: 
  Uncooperative Behavior (Power Struggles) 
  “You can’t make me!” 

   Stage 2: 
   Self-Serving Behavior (Rewards/Punishments) 
   “I need a system of rewards.” 

  Stage 3: 
  Interpersonal Disciplined (Class Expectation) 
  “I am responsible and make good decisions  
  as a helpful member of the class!” 

   Stage 4: 
   Self-Disciplined (Above and Beyond) 
   "I would do the right thing EVEN if the  
   teacher wasn’t in the room! I am responsible 
   and respectful no matter what!.” ##

EARN AN “Bravo”for EFFORT & ATTITUDE 

12 STARS punched on your BRAVO card  
and you can turn it in for: 

15 minutes on your phone 
good call home 

chewing gum pass 
snack/juice 

homework/study/reading pass 
hot beverage 

play a game with a friend 
OR 

choose a reward  
that you would enjoy!    ##

BRAVO: used to express 
approval when a 

performer or other person 
has done something well.
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Cues 
CUES: The last words or actions indicating the time  

for another actor to speak or move. #
from KING HENRY V 
 “Once more unto the breach, dear friends, once more…” #
from SOUND OF MUSIC 
 “Let’s start at the very beginning, a very good place to start” #
from WILDCAT 
 “Hey look me over, lend me an ear…” #
from EVITA 
 “Don’t cry for me Argentina, the truth is i never left you…” #
from LES MISERABLES 
 “I dreamed a dream in time gone by, when hope was high and 
 life worth living… “ #
from HAMILTON 
 “Look around, look around. How lucky we are to be alive right 
 now.” #
 “There’s a million things I haven’t done, just you wait” #

WHY do we REHEARSE STAGE BUSINESS, 
CUES, and CLASS BLOCKING? 
Just like actors need to rehearse a play 
before they can perform it well, students 
(and their teacher) need to rehearse these 
procedures to perform them well. Once 
STAGE BUSINESS, CUES, and BLOCKING 
become EXCELLENT HABITS, then we can 
focus on other aspects of PERFORMING!
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##
1) identify your feelings 
2) express them in a healthy way 
3) accept ownership OVER your feelings 
4) choose the HIGHER road- brain patterns,  
     make new grooves of thoughts

You choose your own INTENTION and 
then through your ATTITUDE & EFFORT 

you can try to make it happen. Will it 
happen every day? Maybe, maybe not. 

But you can’t choose the outcome. You 
can only choose the INTENTION, YOUR 

ATTITUDE and YOUR EFFORT level.

FOCUS verb: adapt to the prevailing level of light and become able to see 

clearly, pay particular attention to, concentrate, cause to converge on a central 
point, direct one's attention on something #
noun: the concentration of attention  
or energy on something,  
special emphasis attached  
to something, maximum clarity  
or distinctness of an idea #
from the Latin meaning  
“domestic hearth” 

REFLECT verb: show an image of, embody or represent (something) in a 

faithful & appropriate way, think deeply or carefully about. #
from the Latin  
reflectere: re- ‘back’ + flectere ‘to bend.’ 

FEELINGS & INTENTIONS: 
WHY? Because we need to express our FEELINGS!  
Why are there emojis and emoticons?  
FEELINGS happen but then YOU CHOOSE your actions!
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Show Time Performances/Project Informances: After 

each unit students give a final performance to the class to demonstrate their progress. 
These are called INFORMANCES— informed PRESENTATIONS or PERFORMANCES 
that show what you KNOW about the unit of study! #
Students will have time in class to PLAN, PREPARE, “ON YOUR FEET” REHEARSE, 
and RUN THRU (with feedback from another group). But you may need time at home for 
MEMORIZATION or to work on specific goals. #
Before INFORMANCES begin, students are reminded of the criteria for grading and the 
desired outcome and given a copy of the scoring guide (rubric) that is correlated to our 
Theatre Standards. Once the show starts, students are not allowed to get up during a 
performance. #
There is a “The Show Must Go On” protocol. This means no matter what, students must 
perform/INFORM on the day of INFORMANCES. There are no excuses (feeling sick or an 
absent scene partner) students must give their best effort.  If students feel that it was not 
their best work, or if a scene partner was missing, they can choose to perform/INFORM 
again during the next class period to earn a better score. #
Students perform/INFORM on a volunteer basis.   However, if no one volunteers the 
person with the closest birthday chooses who will goes first.  Each performer/group then 
decides who goes after them.  #
There are procedures you will learn for each stage of performing: 

MASTERPIECE INTRODUCTIONS,  
SLATE STAGE RIGHT to LEFT, FIRST 15 SECONDS,  
FOCUS, ENTRANCES/EXITS,  
HOW TO RECEIVE APPLAUSE,  
FINAL REFLECTION #
FINAL REFLECTION: At the end of the performance, the class participates 

in a group reflection.  With this critique time, students learn suitable terminology to 
discuss theater. They also learn the appropriate way to give criticism and praise to their 
classmates.  After the performers/informers receive their applause, they stay on the stage 
for their critiques. First we ASK THE ACTORS for self-evaluation. Next, we ASK THE 
AUDIENCE WHAT THEY NOTICED. Students in the audience share their thoughts on 
how the students performed based on the GOALS for the assignment. The performers 
respond only with “Thank you.”   By responding this way, students must consider the 
feedback they are receiving without becoming defensive.   This allows the evaluation to 
run smoothly and in a safe environment. The STAGE MANAGER leads the evaluation 
discussion while the teacher writes comments on the rubric.  
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Aside  ASIDE: Lines said to the audience that  
       other actors onstage are not supposed to be hearing. #
There will be times when may drop by you with an individual message that 
is ONLY FOR YOUR EARS. I will not be sharing the message with anyone else 
in this class. It may be a message of applause, or a warning, or something only 
you need to know, but it is for YOUR EARS ALONE!  #
There is one person you need to worry about in this classroom: YOU! I will worry 
about everyone else. Do not worry about anyone else’s assignments, bathroom 
breaks, etc… If you have a problem with the way I am treating YOU please let 
me know after or before class and I will be happy to listen to your complaint. #
IF something happens during a lesson and I don’t stop the lesson to deal with it, 
it doesn't mean that I didn’t hear/see it or that I am not going to do anything 
about it. Trust that I think that teaching is MORE important in that moment and 
that I will take time later to deal with that issue. 

Heads Up!HEADS UP: A term of warning used to        
                        call attention to overhead danger on or off stage.  #
Sometimes we all just need a HEADS UP! If you make choices that do not show 
good INTENTION, RESPECT, or EXCELLENCE to yourself, another person(s), 
the school, or the learning process, we will LOOK AGAIN at the situation and 
your personal choices. First, by giving you some time away from the classroom 
activities and ensemble to reFOCUS on your G.O.T.E. (Goals, Obstacles, Tactics, 
& Expectations.) Then once you are ready to rejoin our classroom ensemble with 
INTENTION, RESPECT, & EXCELLENCE, we will be ready to go on with the 
show!  #
Some examples of REFOCUSING ACTIVITIES:  * a warning    * moving your seat    
* a chance to re-ACT (try it again)   *student created FOCUSing plan  * parent 
contact    *student writes a soliloquy    * lunchtime with teacher   *removal from 
class #
SOLILOQUY:  Alone + Speak: an act of speaking one's thoughts aloud  
when by oneself. In a soliloquy the character always tells the truth.  
as the character sees it. 
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C.A.R.E. 
#CONSISTENT & FAIR: I will always do my best to be fair to each 

and every one of you in this class this year, which means I 
guarantee you all right now I will not be treating you all exactly the 
same way. Being fair means that every individual gets what he or 
she needs to be successful. Being equal means everyone gets 
exactly the same thing all the time. I want you to have what YOU 
need, even if it isn’t EXACTLY like what everyone else needs. 

AWESOME: I promise to be AWESOME. Be ready for an 

AWESOME amount of AWESOMENESS… I hate when people 
waste my time. I don’t feel like I have enough time as it is. You 
know why that’s great for you? Because I’m going to try real hard 
this year never to waste yours. Understand this, when I give you 
work to do it is important and it needs to get done. You might not 
like the assignment and you might not understand why I’m giving 
it. But trust me, it is never to waste your time. Don’t waste my time 
OR yours by not giving your best EFFORT during class time! 

RESPECT: I will LOOK AGAIN to see beyond the surface of 

things. I will look again if you explain your intention or what is 
going on in your life. But I am asking you to LOOK AGAIN at your 
behavior, other’s behavior, what we are studying, and difficult 
situations. Know that I will respect you EVEN when you aren’t 
respecting me. Because someone has to start the RESPECT chain 
and it can be me.  

EXCELLENCE: I will strive to model EXCELLENCE in all areas 

because we all know how ARISTOTLE feels about excellence being 
a habit. And we all know how I feel about all things ARISTOTLE. I 
hope to encourage that habit in you as well. #
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Art
   is!the!absence! 
of limitations.  

The!enemy!of 

Orson Welles  
{a respected American filmmaker, actor, 

theater director, screenwriter, and producer}


